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Ask our Genetic Counselors - What are Inheritance Patterns?

Have you received an update about your results from GenomeConnect, your online portal to the genetic testing lab? The results of your test may be helpful in sharing your story and experiences with us!

Ask Your Doctor or Other Healthcare Provider for an explanation of how these results may impact your medical care. When initially having testing were you aware that raw data from at-home genetic testing is available? If so, have you downloaded your raw data from testing? These files include hundreds of lines of your genetic information in the letters A, T, G, and C. Analysis of the raw data from at-home genetic testing. These services can possibly provide you with more information, but it is important to understand that there are risks and limitations:

- Raw data has not been validated meaning that there are often errors.
- Because of errors, this reports from these services can include false positives. This means that the genetic test results may change over time.
- If your results were updated, did this impact your medical care?
- When initially having testing were you aware that raw data from at-home genetic testing is available?

If you have questions about your raw data or reports from a third party service, find a genetic counselor in your area:

- National Society of Genetic Counselors: www.nsgc.org/findageneticcounselor
- Genetic Alliance: www.geneticalliance.org/findageneticcounselor
- American Society of Human Genetics: www.ashg.org/education/profession/genetic-counselors

DNA sequencing is the analysis of the raw data from at-home genetic testing. These sequencing results are for a limited number of genes that are responsible for a higher risk for specific diseases. Note: These results do not necessarily increase the risk or family relationships. If this is the case, find a genetic counselor to help you interpret these results.

The results may include unexpected or upsetting information about your disease risk or family history.
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The results may include unexpected or upsetting information about your disease risk or family history.

Data sharing can...

- Help us better understand genetic changes, interpretations may change.
- Give you the option to download your raw data from testing.
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- Help us better understand genetic changes, interpretations may change.
- Give you the option to download your raw data from testing.

Let's talk X-linked? Let's talk X-linked? Let's talk X-linked? Let's talk X-linked? Let's talk X-linked?

When interpreting the raw data from at-home genetic testing, the type of data received depends on the genetic test results. These test results may help identify possible disease risks or family history. These test results may help identify possible disease risks or family history. These test results may help identify possible disease risks or family history. These test results may help identify possible disease risks or family history. These test results may help identify possible disease risks or family history.

GenomeConnect was designed with the goal of serving and including people living with rare diseases. GenomeConnect is a third party service, find a genetic counselor in your area:

- National Society of Genetic Counselors: www.nsgc.org/findageneticcounselor
- Genetic Alliance: www.geneticalliance.org/findageneticcounselor
- American Society of Human Genetics: www.ashg.org/education/profession/genetic-counselors
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